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Distributed virtual environments, which simulate an actual physical or imaginary world on a network and
allow multiple participants to interact simultaneously with one another within it, are becoming
increasingly important for both research and practical purposes. As the number of participants and the
amount of information exchanged among participants increase, it is crucial to large-scale distributed
virtual environments to overcome bandwidth limitations and resolve network latency and synchronization
problems. We present a new framework, called MELD, for modeling distributed virtual environments using
the pilot/drone paradigm, which allows each host to locally model remote entities in order to resolve
latency problems and improve responsiveness. Our approach uses shared event queues and a cache
coherence protocol to synchronize the pilot/drone. To further improve the system's scalability, interest
management is used to filter unneeded data before a host receives it for processing. The partition,
however, introduces the problem of dynamically joining a group in a real-time simulation. We address this
problem by presenting a checkpoint/restart mechanism based on an action hierarchy and a parallel finitestate machine structure. Additionally, ALOD (action level of detail) is employed to mitigate the lag
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ABSTRACT: Distributed virtual environments, which simulate an actual physical or imaginary world on a network
and allow multiple participants to interact simultaneously with one another within it, are becoming increasingly
important for both research and practical purposes. As the number of participants and the amount of information
exchanged among participants increase, it is crucial to large-scale distributed virtual environments to overcome
bandwidth limitations and resolve network latency and synchronization problems. We present a new framework, called
MELD, for modeling distributed virtual environments using the pilot/drone paradigm, which allows each host to locally
model remote entities in order to resolve latency problems and improve responsiveness. Our approach uses shared
event queues and a cache coherence protocol to synchronize the pilot/drone. To further improve the system's scalability,
interest management is used to filter unneeded data before a host receives it for processing. The partition, however,
introduces the problem of dynamically joining a group in a real-time simulation. We address this problem by presenting
a checkpoint/restart mechanism based on an action hierarchy and a parallel finite-state machine structure.
Additionally, ALOD (action level of detail) is employed to mitigate the lag between pilot and drone at any joining time.

1. Introduction
A virtual environment (VE) is an interactive computer
model that simulates an actual physical or imaginary
world. Users can navigate within this virtual world,
experience a logical series of events, and interact with 3D
objects simulated by the system as well as with other
users. A simulation model can be specified by a set of
states and events. The execution of a simulation includes
advancing the simulated virtual time, mimicking the
occurrence of the events happening up to and including
the simulation time, and calculating the effects of these
events to modify the states and schedule newly generated
events [1]. We are interested in the actions of human
participants in a VE — entities that have significant nonlinear movements and action vocabularies.
A distributed system is a collection of sequential
processes P1, P2, ..., and Pn, and a network of
unidirectional communication channels. Each channel

connects a pair of processes and delivers messages
between them [2]. Distributed simulations typically
provide more overall host processing power and more
storage space than sequential simulation systems, and thus
support more simulation entities and more detailed
appearance and behaviors of entities within the system.
The distributed structure also allows multiple users
located at geographically different sites to perceive the
illusion of a single, coherent virtual world, to interact
closely with each other as well as with the environment,
and to consistently share the same experience.
Distributed virtual environments (DVE) are seeing
increased use for a wide range of applications such as
military simulations, education and training systems,
virtual teleconferencing, collaborative modeling and
engineering, and multi-user networked video games [3, 4,
5, 6, 7, 8]. The trend of faster processors, more powerful
computer graphics hardware and software packages, and
higher-capacity networks makes it possible for large-scale

distributed virtual environment to contain well over
100,000 dynamic entities [9].
One of the critical issues facing DVE is scalability. As the
number of participants and the amount of information
exchanged among participants increase, it is crucial to
large-scale distributed virtual environments to overcome
bandwidth limitations and resolve network latency and
synchronization problems. Many mechanisms have been
developed in the literature to improve the bandwidth
requirements, end-to-end latency, and scalability of DVE
systems. Dead reckoning [20] is a promising technique
that reduces the number of messages needed on a perobject basis. Interest management [5] is a technique that is
critically needed to reduce the number of objects that each
process observes.
However, as described in the next section, dead reckoning
suffers from some intrinsic limitations. In particular, it is
only applicable to a limited class of objects and behaviors,
and it may not always achieve a significant reduction in
the number of messages.
In this paper, we address these problems by generalizing
the notion of dead reckoning to include much richer
emulation of remote entities. However, this approach is
complicated by interactions with interest management.
We present a new distributed virtual environment
framework, called MELD (Mitigating Entry Lag Delays),
for modeling remote entities, synchronizing modeling
processes at different hosts, solving the dynamic joining
problem, and mitigating the lag time due to message
delay. MELD adopts the pilot/drone paradigm and is thus
efficient in terms of network bandwidth, latency, and
responsiveness. It extends dead reckoning by specifying
per-object extrapolation procedures.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The
next section provides a brief description of dead
reckoning and interest management. In Section 3, we
present our new framework MELD. Section 4 provides an
example system that is used to compare our framework
with dead reckoning. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the
contributions of this work.

2. Dead Reckoning and Interest Management
Dead reckoning is used in SIMNET [3], DIS [4], and
other distributed virtual environments that incorporate the
DIS application protocol (such as NPSNET [5]). Dead
reckoning is a technique to reduce network traffic. In a
dead reckoning system, the database containing the initial
state of the virtual world is replicated at all participating
clients at the beginning of a simulation session. Then each
client is responsible for maintaining its own replica of the
database. The state of a remote entity is modeled by

extrapolating from the last reported state sent from the
entity's local host [20]. The entity's local host generates a
new state update message and sends it to the remote hosts
only if the discrepancies in the remote extrapolations
exceed an error threshold.
SIMNET provides a concrete example. The virtual world
in SIMNET consists of a collection of entities that interact
with each other via events [3]. There is no central server
process to schedule events or resolve conflicts between
entity states among simulation nodes. A pilot is the
graphical version of the avatar controlled on the user's
own client; the drones are the avatar copies executing on
other clients [10]. Note that sometimes player and ghost
are used in place of pilot and drone to refer to exactly the
same paradigm [5]. Each node is responsible for sending
out the events caused by its pilot entities to other nodes,
receiving event reports from other nodes, and calculating
the effects of the received events on its own entities. Each
simulation node is completely autonomous, and the
simulation node sending out an event is not responsible
for keeping track of the effects of the event on other
nodes.
Between receipt of state update messages a local node
extrapolates from the last reported states of remote
entities that are of interest to the entities it is simulating,
and uses the result of the extrapolation to generate
displays for human crews or detection probabilities for
automated crews [3]. In order to allow remote
extrapolation, each simulation node must maintain a dead
reckoning model that exactly corresponds to those used
by remote nodes. The entity’s local node tracks both the
actual states of their entities and the predicted states
calculated with dead reckoning, and generate new state
update messages before the discrepancies among the
nodes become unacceptably large. Since it is not
necessary to transmit state update messages at every
frame in a dead reckoning system, bandwidth
requirements can be reduced.
Dead reckoning merely reduces the per-entity bandwidth,
but as the number of entities increases, the bandwidth still
scales linearly. In a large-scale distributed virtual
environment, interest management is critical to improve
the system's scalability by filtering unneeded data before a
client receives it for processing. For example, Macedonia
et al [5] show that without interest management,
NPSNET-IV can accommodate a maximum of 300
players on an Ethernet LAN (10 Mbps, saturated at
roughly 70% utilization) without modification to the DIS
protocol. However, in an exercise containing 1000 or
more active entities, the number of entities that each
player is interested in (those that are in the neighboring
geographical regions and those that belong to related
organizations) may be well below 300. If each player only

receives and processes data packets from entities that it
cares about, it is then possible to support many more
players with the same underlying hardware capacity.
Reducing the traffic requirement by dead reckoning has
two limitations: First, in order to support large-scale
distributed simulations, dead reckoning protocols have to
accept imperfect remote modeling and potential
discrepancies. Second, dead reckoning uses simple
extrapolation schemes to predict future location of remote
entities, so it is effective only in modeling simple,
predictable, and continuous motions or actions, such as
the change of position of a tank, and does not apply to
modeling unpredictable, complex, discrete actions, such
as rich human behaviors.

3. MELD
3.1 Overview of MELD
MELD uses a pilot/drone paradigm similar to the
pilot/drone paradigm used in SIMNET, but rather than
using dead reckoning to model drone-behavior, we fully
emulate the entity on every node. This is a reasonable
trade-off considering the rapid increase in processing
power relative to commodity network speeds. Given
identical code on every node, we synchronize by simply
ensuring that the set of external inputs seen by the pilot
are also seen by each drone in the same order. Each avatar
maintains a shared input event queue which remains
consistent by using standard cache-coherency protocols.
Processor resources are cheap but not free. Network
traffic is reduced, but not eliminated. There is still a need
for interest management. Unfortunately, joining an
interest group now means migrating a copy of the entire
pilot process to the new drone. Fortunately, MELD can
exploit its representation of pilots and drones to avoid
much of the problems and complexity of process
migration. However, migration still may take a nonnegligible time, and after joining the interest group a
drone may lag behind the pilot by a constant time. We
propose a technique, Action Level of Detail (ALOD), to
allow us to narrow the lag by accelerating the drone.

The node is the basic building block of the PaT-Net [12].
There are several different types of nodes, but each has a
similar structure and behavior. Each node has an
associated action, and the transitions between nodes
determine the path through the PaT-Net. Transitions can
be randomly assigned, weighted with probability, or given
as a set of ordered conditions from which the first valid
condition will be selected. Conditions and actions can
manipulate a set of local variables. A set of monitors adds
control within the PaT-Net.
We then define a logical process (LP) as follows:
•

An LP is a collection of active PaT-Nets, which are
advanced at a fixed frame rate.

•

Each LP is used to control an avatar's behavior,
whether it is a pilot or a drone.

•

An LP always has a distinguished PaT-Net, which we
call the behavior manager. We will explain its
responsibilities later on.

3.3 Pilot/drone synchronization
Figure 1 illustrates the pilot/drone paradigm. For
simplicity, we assume avatar Ai is controlled by LPi under
the instructing of Useri sitting in front of Hosti (in a real
application a single user may command multiple avatars
via multiple LPs), and each host is observing the activities
of all avatars (we will see later that users can choose to
observe only a subset of avatars that they are interested
in). In the figure, shaded circles represent pilot LP, blank
circles represent drone LP, and dotted arcs represent the
synchronization between pilot LP and its corresponding
drone LPs.

3.2 Components of MELD
MELD uses PaT-Nets (Parallel Transition Networks) to
specify simulations in our framework. PaT-Nets are
essentially finite automata executing in parallel. In our
system, PaT-Nets execute in the Jack environment [11,
12]. Together with the Jack API, they provide an intuitive
interface to control simulation and behavior of processes
and agents in Jack.

Figure 1: The pilot/drone paradigm
We associate a shared event queue with each avatar in the
virtual world to synchronize its pilot and drone LPs. Each

event queue has a fixed owner, which is defined as the
pilot LP of the associated avatar. To implement the shared
event queue structure, we use a fixed-owner, directorybased invalidate protocol similar to that used in many
hardware or software based DSM (distributed shared
memory) systems [13, 14, 15]. Directory-based coherency
reduces network traffic because it does not use a
broadcast scheme for one LP to send invalidate/update
messages to all other LPs, which usually generates
network traffic that is proportional to the number of LPs
squared (M2). Invalidate coherency protocols [21] require
a writer (here pilot LP) to acquire exclusive access to a
shared variable before writing. This is accomplished by
invalidating all cached copies of the variable. In contrast,
update or broadcast coherency protocols [21] make sure
that all cached copies are consistently updated after each
write.
Invalidate
protocols
reduce
bandwidth
requirements, but have the potential to increase latency
until up-to-date values are available at all nodes. “Fixedowner” refers to the ownership of the directory entry for
each shared variable, and does not imply any access
privileges. Both the owner and non-owner LPs can write
and read a state variable. However, when a state variable
is flushed from a node’s cache, the node can later find the
current writer (with the latest value) by querying the
owner’s node.
One should note that invalidate protocols are typically a
lazy, consumer-initiated (pull) communication [16].
Update protocols, on the other hand, send the new values
to all remote copies that are consequently updated,
whenever an LP writes a shared variable. Obviously the
latter mechanism imposes an eager, producer-initiated
(push) communication. Our framework allows the
programmer to choose lazy or eager update for each
individual shared state variable, in order to trade off
bandwidth for latency according to their specific
requirements.
3.4 Joining an interest group
When a drone joins a pilot’s interest group, we must
capture the dynamic state of the pilot’s logical process.
Capturing the state of a logical process, a problem
equivalent to process migration, has been attracting a lot
of research effort. Two promising approaches to capture
dynamic state are checkpoint/restart mechanisms (e.g.
process introspection [17]) and logging mechanisms (e.g.
latecomer accommodation service [18]). Both approaches
require programmer effort to modify the code, and are
often platform dependent.
In this section we exploit PaT-Net semantics to present an
efficient, yet easy-to-use, mechanism to capture the
dynamic state of a logical process. Our approach uses the
checkpoint/restart mechanism, but it requires little

programmer effort, is platform-independent, and does not
introduce any extra run-time overhead to the original PaTNets. In order to make it easier and less error-prone to
checkpoint the dynamic state of an LP, we organize the
LP into a hierarchy of active PaT-Nets. We will introduce
two rooted tree structures: static behavior trees and
dynamic behavior trees.
The static behavior tree is used to statically describe an
avatar's comprehensive behavior. By “comprehensive” we
mean that all possible actions of an avatar are included in
the tree. The root of the static behavior tree for avatar Ai
is Ai's behavior manager, which is responsible for reading
the shared event queue associated with Ai and taking
appropriate actions (e.g. instantiating a new PaT-Net)
according to the events contained in the event queue. All
the actions that Ai is capable of doing (called Ai's
“capabilities” in [19]) are inserted into the tree as the
root's children. Some actions are very complex and have
other complex or primitive actions as their subactions. We
add another level of action nodes in our static behavior
tree to depict the subaction relationship among Ai's
capabilities. Therefore the height of Ai's static behavior
tree is at most two, and all the nodes at level 1 form the
comprehensive set of actions that Ai can perform.
The root of the dynamic behavior tree for avatar Ai is also
Ai's behavior manager, but the tree is used to keep track
of Ai's dynamic behavior, i.e., the actions Ai is currently
performing. From the PaT-Net point of view, the tree
includes all the active PaT-Nets controlling Ai's actions.
In the Jack system there is an active PaT-Net list that
manages the advancement of all active PaT-Nets.
Therefore a one-to-one mapping exists between the nodes
of dynamic behavior trees and the PaT-Nets in the active
PaT-Net list.
Our checkpoint/restart mechanism is based on the PaTNets hierarchy. The entire procedure is divided into two
phases: checkpointing an LP at its owner host, and
restarting it at a remote host.
Upon receiving a join request from Hostj, avatar Ai
performs the following steps to checkpoint its dynamic
activities:
(1) Check if Hostj is already in the interest group of Ai. If
yes, return.
(2) Externalize Ai's physical information (e.g. global
position, or joint angles) to a stream and send it to
Hostj.
(3) Externalize Ai's dynamic behavior tree to a stream
and send it to Hostj.

(4) For each active PaT-Net in Ai's dynamic behavior
tree, externalize it to a stream and send it to Hostj.
(5) Set flags so that Hostj will be notified of every update
to Ai's shared event queue, and the drone LP (being
reconstructed using the procedure discussed later on)
running at Hostj will be synchronized with Ai's pilot
LP via the shared event queue.
After receiving all of the packets generated by these steps,
Hostj can restart a replica (i.e., a drone LP) of Ai's logical
process and synchronize its execution with that of the
pilot LP. Restarting an LP is functionally the reverse of
checkpointing it, however, care must be taken to handle
packets that arrive out of order. In order to process the
incoming packets in the correct order, we divide the life
cycle of a drone LP into five different stages, as shown in
Figure 2.
At each stage, only certain types of packets are allowed to
be processed. For example, at the joining stage, only the
physical information packet can be processed. If the
dynamic behavior tree packet or a PaT-Net internal state
packet arrives at this stage, it will be buffered for later
processing; only at the physical information restored stage
can the dynamic behavior tree packet be processed. If a
PaT-Net internal state packet is received while the
receiving LP is in this state, the packet will also be
buffered; and all the PaT-Net internal state packets can
only be processed after the dynamic behavior tree has
been reconstructed.

When a drone LP is first restarted, there is a lag between
its state and that of the pilot LP due to message delay.
This delay consists of the time it takes to generate,
deliver, and process messages containing checkpoint
streams between two logical processes. Figure 3
illustrates this lag, and a general way of mitigating it. For
simplicity, we assume that the local clocks of all logical
processes are perfectly synchronized, i.e., for all t, and any
two processes p and q, Cp(t) = Cq(t), where Cp(t) and Cq(t)
are the readings of the local clocks of processes p and q,
respectively, at real-time t (this constraint will be relaxed
later on). In Figure 3, the pilot LP checkpoints its
dynamic state at time t1, while the drone LP does not
finish restoring it until t2. Since the pilot LP proceeds
during the time period from t1 to t2, the drone LP will be
behind the pilot LP at time t2 when it is just restarted. To
mitigate such lag between the drone and pilot LPs, we
must somehow accelerate the execution of the drone LP
from t2 on, until both are synchronized (t3 in the figure),
and then resume normal execution for the drone LP.
Therefore, we have two questions to answer:
(1) How to accelerate the execution of the drone LP so
that it can catch up with the pilot LP?
(2) How does the drone LP know that it is in
synchronization with the pilot LP? In other words,
when to stop the acceleration session and resume the
normal execution for the drone LP?

Figure 3: Lag mitigation

Figure 2: The life cycle of a drone LP
After all the PaT-Nets in the dynamic behavior tree are
successfully internalized, they will be added to the active
PaT-Net list in order to get advanced at the subsequent
simulation ticks, and the stage of the drone LP will be
changed to Active, which marks the completion of our
restarting procedure.
3.5 Lag mitigation

To solve the first problem, we introduce a new paradigm
for distributed simulation: action level of detail (ALOD).
ALOD is analogous to geometric level of detail. A
number of PaT-Nets at different levels of detail are
provided to describe the same action for an avatar, and so
is a mechanism to switch back and forth among different
levels of detail on the fly. Assume during its normal
execution a logical process uses the PaT-Nets from the
highest level and with the greatest degree of detail for all
the actions in its dynamic behavior tree. When a drone LP
is just restarted, it will switch to a lower level that
consumes fewer resources, shorter time, and smaller
number of frames for each action due to its lower quality.
Then after it has been synchronized with the pilot LP at
the end of the acceleration session, the drone LP will
switch back to the highest level of detail and resume its
normal execution.

It may seem that we can simply utilize our
checkpoint/restart mechanism to switch back and forth
among different levels of detail. Unfortunately it is not
that straightforward, because the source and target LPs
here are not identical. That is, we checkpoint the dynamic
state of one LP, but try to restore the state of another LP
later on from this checkpoint. Therefore, to enable the
usage of our checkpoint/restart mechanism in the ALOD
transition procedure, we have to enforce the following
constraints on the relationships among behavior trees and
PaT-Nets at all possible levels of detail: for all avatars Ak,
and all i ≠ j,
•

•

ALODi (the ith level of detail) and ALODj have
exactly the same structure for their static behavior
trees. That is, Ak has the same capabilities at both
ALODi and ALODj, and the subaction relationships
among the actions in both static behavior trees at
ALODi and ALODj are also the same. Therefore, at
any time a transition is made from ALODi to ALODj,
it is guaranteed that the dynamic behavior trees at
both levels of detail have exactly the same structure
too.
Suppose PNi and PNj are two PaT-Nets used to
simulate the same action of avatar Ak at ALODi and
ALODj, respectively. Then there must be bidirectional mappings between the set of local
variables of PNi and that of PNj, and between the set
of nodes of PNi and that of PNj. However, their
internal transitions, actions and conditions can be
defined differently in order to achieve different levels
of detail, but precaution must be taken to ensure that
the mapping between PNi and PNj is well defined so
that the dynamic state of PNj can be inferred from
that of PNi in a straightforward way.

To solve the second problem, we need to know the lag
between the drone LP and the pilot LP. The drone LP can
exploit this information to decide which lower level of
detail it will switch to, and how long it will stay at this
lower level of detail before switching back to the normal
level (i.e., the highest level). Assume local clocks of all
logical processes are perfectly synchronized. The drone
can compute the lag if, in Figure 3, the pilot timestamps
its messages containing checkpoint streams, and also
sends an extra value τ along with the checkpoint
information to the drone, where τ is an estimate of the
interval of time between two consecutive simulation ticks
at the pilot. Then, we have

δ = t 2 − t1 ,
η=

δ
,
τ

where δ is the message delay, and η is the number of
frames by which the drone is behind the pilot at time t2.
Based on the value of η, the drone can decide whether or
not it will switch to a lower ALOD, and if yes, which
ALOD it will switch to in order to catch up with the pilot.
If η is very small, say only a couple of frames, the drone
may not bother to switch ALODs because the transition
itself would introduce a certain amount of overhead.
Otherwise the drone will select an ALOD to switch to
according to the value of η. Then finally, it is necessary to
calculate the length of the acceleration session. Suppose
the normal execution is at ALODi, and the drone decides
to go to ALODj to accelerate its execution, then we have

ρ=

the simulation time at ALOD i
,
the simulation time at ALOD j

where ρ is the speedup of ALODj over ALODi. Hence,
the length of the acceleration session is

η'=

(η + 2 ⋅ λ ) ⋅ ρ
,
ρ −1

where η’ is the number of frames contained in the
acceleration session, and λ is the overhead introduced by
the transition procedure from one ALOD to another.
Therefore, the complete lag mitigation procedure works
just as follows: the drone switches to ALODj at time t2,
stays at ALODj for η’ number of frames, and then
switches back to ALODi to resume its normal execution.

Figure 4: Measuring the message delay when local clocks
are not perfectly synchronized
Now we relax the constraint about the local clocks by
only assuming that our distributed simulation system is
synchronous [22]. Under this relaxed constraint, the
message delay δ is not simply equal to t2 - t1 any more
because the local clocks of the pilot and the drone are not
perfectly synchronized. However, we can get rid of the
clock offset by timestamping the join request sent from
the drone to the pilot too, as shown in Figure 4. Hence,

δ =

(t 0 − t −1 ) + (t 2 − t1 )
.
2

Note that t-1 and t2 are the readings of the drone's local
clock, and t0 and t1 are the readings of the pilot's local
clock.

4. Example System
Consider an avatar's behavior in a shoot-out video game.
There are four states associated with the avatar: standing,
shooting, dodging, and falling down. Initially, the avatar
is standing there with a pistol in his holster. When the
player of the avatar instructs him to shoot, the system will
change the avatar to the shooting state, at which point the
avatar will perform a sequence of actions including
drawing the pistol, aiming it at the target, and firing. In
either of those two states, if the avatar sees somebody
shooting at him, he will immediately transition to the
dodging state, trying to protect himself from the bullet
first (obviously he is not a brave cowboy). At any of those
three states, if a bullet's trajectory intersects any polygon
composing the avatar's body (e.g. the avatar did not see
the bullet coming, or he could not get out of the way in
time), the system will move to the falling down state, and
the avatar will fall down to the ground (he is not a strong
one either).

the standing state, if the intersection of a bullet's trajectory
and the avatar's body is detected, the system will switch to
the falling down state. Note that “intersected by a bullet”
and “see somebody shooting at you” are internal because
they are the result of outputs of other drone LPs or local
pilots. This graph is a collection of related behaviors, not
just an animation mechanism (e.g. posture graph [23]).
Note that in our framework both pilot and drone LPs are
identical because we duplicate both the static database
and the modeling processes at all of the clients. In
contrast, dead reckoning systems model the drones by
using simple extrapolation procedures to predict the
future state of an entity. Figure 6 displays the finite-state
machine representing the corresponding drone LP of that
shown in Figure 5. We can see that all of the transitions
are now external events, because the change of the state
(discontinuity in the state space) cannot be predicted
using simple extrapolation schemes.
In MELD, an event message is needed to be sent to the
drone to induce the state transition only when the player
inputs a shooting instruction. In the absence of such input,
no network communication is necessary, and no
discrepancies between pilot and drone exist. On the other
hand, in a dead reckoning system, every time there is a
state change, a state update message will be sent to the
drone to induce the state transition. The situation gets
even worse if we consider how poorly the simple
extrapolation schemes can predict within some states. For
example, pure position dead reckoning is obviously not
effective in modeling the complex shooting action, which
includes a sequence of subactions such as drawing the
pistol, aiming, and pulling the trigger.

Figure 5: An example of a pilot LP, in both dead
reckoning and MELD. Note that the corresponding drone
LP in MELD is also identical to this
Figure 5 displays a finite-state machine representing this
simple model. The external events/inputs are shown as
solid arcs of the finite-state machine, and the internal
transitions are shown as dotted arcs in the figure. This
example has only one external event, which is that the
user inputs the shooting instruction; all the others are
internal transitions that take place when certain conditions
on the state set of the model are satisfied. For example, at

Figure 6: An example of a drone LP in dead reckoning

This example illustrates several advantages our
framework has over dead reckoning. First, in the absence
of external events, discrepancies between pilot and drone
do not exist because we use per-class custom
extrapolation procedures (which can be simple copies of
the pilot's code) to model remote entities. Second,
network bandwidth requirements are reduced compared to
a dead reckoning system because, in our framework, state
update messages are sent only on external events/inputs.
Finally, MELD can model discontinuous and
unpredictable actions such as rich human behaviors
because, in our framework, the drones manipulate the
entire state (including internal state), not just the external
behaviors.

5. Conclusions
The contributions of our work can be summarized as
follows:
•

Provides a new framework to implement distributed
virtual environments, which adopts the pilot/drone
paradigm and is thus efficient in terms of network
bandwidth, latency, and responsiveness.

•

Extends dead reckoning by specifying per-object
extrapolation
procedures.
The
extrapolation
procedure in the drone is identical to the simulation
specification in the pilot. MELD drones model the
entire state of each object of interest, not simply the
subset of states that represent external behavior.
Therefore MELD pilots need only send updates when
external events change the state of the pilot (reducing
communication needs in the common case). In the
absence of external events, discrepancies between
pilot and drone do not exist. MELD can therefore
model richer behaviors such as discontinuous and
unpredictable motions or human actions.

•

Incorporates interest management to filter unneeded
data to further improve the system's scalability, and
addresses the dynamic joining problem introduced by
interest management using a checkpoint/restart
mechanism, which is based on the action hierarchy
and the parallel finite-state machine structure.

•

Provides a straightforward yet efficient mechanism
for an agent to smoothly join an ongoing simulation.
This mechanism includes an extension of geometric
level of detail to action level of detail (ALOD).

•

Extends the notion of uniprocessor time-critical
human animation [24]. The hierarchy of PaT-Nets we
described provides a convenient framework for the

multiple motion generators required by each human
model.
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